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Outline

´5 key science cases
´4 key technical advances
´3 collaborations
´2 other transformative thermal IR observatories
´1(+) Conclusion



1. Exoplanets: High Spectral Resolution
´ Pioneering Doppler imaging work at VLT (slides from J. Birkby)
´ Rotation period of planet measured as 8.1 hours
´ Time needed

on TMT is ~
few hours
for nearby
sources

´ For the next
advance, #
sources in the
few 10’s for a
few hours of
TMT time
´Similar #

brown
dwarfs
available

~0.4″

CO detected in β Pic b. Strongest CC at RV = -15.4±1.7 km/s at ~0.4″

1 hour integrationCross-correlation (CC) values

Spectra extracted at every position along 
the slit and stellar/telluric profile removed

Dispersion

Position

Consistent with position from direct imaging and with a circular orbit. H2O only seen at SNR~2. No methane.

Snellen, Brandl, de Kok, Brogi, Birkby, Schwarz, 2014

Long slit aka 
a basic IFU



HDS is sensitive to line shape/shift 
from winds and rotation

Pr
es

su
re

Winds only Winds+rotation

Kempton et al. 2012; Showman et al. 2013

Rotation creates 
double-peaked 
line profile

1. Exoplanets: High Spectral Resolution
´ Technique

can also
measures 
molecular 
abundances 
& infers 
atmospheric 
chemical 
processes

´ Uniquely
possible with
high spatial
& spectral
resolution
´ May require

coronograph
for some
objects



1. Exoplanets: High Spectral Resolution

´ Planets dynamically interact with their parent disk, leaving 
footprints which could be more readily detected than 
planets themselves
´A giant planet may open a gap in the gas disc 

´ This has been proposed to create observable spectroscopic 
signatures in the 4.7µm rovibrational CO lines (TMT DSC & 
Regály et al. 2014)
´Prospect of using kinematic gas tracers to detect the growth of 

giant protoplanets and their interaction with the disc

´ Observations will reveal connection between discs & planets
´Key step toward the final goal of understanding planet 

formation



2. Exoplanets: High Spatial Resolution
´ N-band direct imaging simulations of our ‘exo-Solar System’ around 

Alpha Centauri
´ Number of sources limited (~10), but science return is of course high
´ To know more about this science case, see C. Marois' talk during the 

high-contrast imaging splinter session

Left: Simulated Gemini 100h exposure. Right: Similar simulation for 25h TMT
Courtesy of C. Marois



´ Spitzer protoplanetary disc observations of strong emission shows oxygen 
& carbon species (e.g. Najita+2013)
´ C/O ratio relation between disks and exoplanet atmosphere (Oberg+2011)

´ Snow line in discs important to probe water location
´ Observed by Spitzer, requiring 

high spatial & spectral resolutions

´ Huge increase in available objects
´ 8m (~30) to 30m (~100’s)

´ Possibility of pre-biotics at such 
resolutions
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depletions  observed  in  the  Earth  and  the  inner  solar  system  are  universal.  For   instance,  the  Earth’s  
carbon is orders of magnitude more depleted than what would be expected, given the relatively large 
fraction of refractory organic carbon in the interstellar medium and in comets (Lee et al. 2010). 
Observations of volatile carbon carriers with the TMT can constrain models for carbon grain 
destruction. 2) Icy bodies in protoplanetary are generally affected by aerodynamics. In particular, they 
migrate against pressure gradients, leading to a net flow of ice inwards, across the snow-line (Ciesla 
& Cuzzi 2006). Thus, the observed warm molecular gas may be recently sublimated, comet-like 
material, and the infrared lines trace chemical and photo-chemical processing of pre-biotic material. 
The action of such a process has been suggested as an explanation for the observed oxygen isotopic 
fractionation in solar system meteorites (Lyons & Young, 2005). It may also affect the local 
carbon/oxygen ratio, thereby producing a sharp transition from an oxygen to a carbon-dominated 
chemistry, with potentially profound consequences for prebiotic chemistry (Najita et al. 2013). Finally, 
observations of some exoplanetary atmospheres have compositions that suggest the influence of 
large-scale elemental re-distribution in their natal disks (Oberg et al. 2011). Observations of planet-
forming CHONPS molecules with the TMT will therefore provide observable links to the growing 
population of exoplanets.  
 
Medium (R~10,000 for maximizing the line-to-continuum ratio) and/or high-resolution spectroscopy 
(R~100,000, for kinematic information) in the thermal infrared (3—14 micron) on the TMT is poised to 
deliver transformative data on this subject. The increase in sensitivity over the previous generation of 
mid-infrared spectrometers on 8-10 m class telescopes, both due to the larger aperture and 
improvements in detector technology, leads to a tremendous increase in the numbers and types of 
protoplanetary disks for which molecular lines can be observed. Specifically, while ground-based high 
resolution N-band spectroscopy can only reach the few brightest protoplanetary disks, the TMT can 
select targets from a reservoir of 100—1000 protoplanetary disks across the stellar mass range (see 
Figure 8-3). The JWST will be more sensitive, but has too low spectral resolution to resolve lines or to 
separate weak lines from rare species from the forest of bright water lines that is typical for 
protoplanetary disks.   
 
 

 
 

Figure 8-3. The 8 Pm brightness distribution of protoplanetary disks and young stars in nearby star-forming 
clouds, as observed with the Spitzer Cores to Planet-Forming Disks legacy survey (Evans et al. 2009). It shows 
how many more protoplanetary disks can be reached with the TMT relative to current high-resolution mid-infrared 
spectrometers. 

3. Protoplanetary Discs: High Spectral Resolution



Artist’s view of b Pic planetesimal disk � Spatially resolved N-band spectra of 
b Pic debris disk (Okamoto+2004)

� Spatial difference of dust feature
◦ Central condensation of crystalline silicate 

grains
◦ Several local peaks of small amorphous 

silicate
◦ Hints of planetesimal belts and planet

4. Protoplanetary Discs: High Spatial Resolution



Artist’s view of b Pic planetesimal disk

Planet imaged!
8-15AU

Lagrange et al, 2010

� Spatially resolved N-band spectra of 
b Pic debris disk (Okamoto+2004)

� Spatial difference of dust feature
◦ Central condensation of crystalline silicate 

grains
◦ Several local peaks of small amorphous 

silicate
◦ Hints of planetesimal belts and planet

4. Protoplanetary Discs: High Spatial Resolution



5. AGN: Imaging & Spectroscopy

´ Torus is the cornerstone of 
AGN unified theories

´ Spatially resolved with ALMA 
(Garcia-Burillo et al., 2016)
´ Outer edge/connection to 

host galaxy?

´ JWST will advance 
inflow/outflow theories greatly
´ But will not resolve the torus

´ 30m resolution at thermal-IR 
required as torus emission 
peaks at these wavelengths, 
& stellar dilution is low 
´ Imaging & low-spectral R Torus models using CLUMPY (Nenkova et al. 2002, 

2008a,b): Movie courtesy of E. Lopez-Rodriguez
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Technical Drivers: Arrays

´ MICHI was baselined the 1K2 Raytheon Aquarius array
´ Currently used in JWST/MIRI and adapted for ground use in

VLT/VISIR & TAO/MIMIZUKU

´ Operates at 5-26µm, QE~40%, some ELFN issues

´ Raytheon does not plan for long-term availability of of this product

´ Array consortium formed (lead by Ives (ESO) and Packham) to improve 
Aquarius performance (esp. ELFN and QE)

´ However, Teledyne’s GeoSnap HgCdTe 1K2, 2K2, or 3K2 is in delivery phase
´ Already several arrays delivered to an unnamed customer, test device to be 

delivered to consortium member for testing 1st quarter of 2018

´ Operates at 3-14.5µm, QE>>40%, likely no ELFN issues (fast frame rates, deep 
wells), but details need to be confirmed using test device

´ 14-bit ADC on chip, read-out electronics status TBC



Technical Drivers: IGs
´ Immersion gratings hold promise of achieving 

high spectral R & relatively small pupil
´ Size reduced by the refractive index

´ Ideal materials for thermal-IR are Ge (n~4.0) &
CZT (n~2.7)
´ Ge excellent transmission <12µm, used on

instruments already
´ Excellent candidate for L&M bands

´ CZT excellent transmission 3 to ~15µm; expensive
´ Excellent candidate for N band

´ Difficult to get BBAR on Ge from 3-14µm, but 
using 2 IGs we can optimize the AR coatings

´ Work lead from Japan (Universities of Tokyo & 
Kyoto Sangyo, in collaboration with Canon)

A. Surface Irregularity
The surface irregularity was measured with a Zygo interferom-
eter. To measure the surface irregularity without being
influenced by the inhomogeneity of the bulk material, we mea-
sured the wavefront of the m ! 442 reflected light from the
diffraction surface at 632.8 nm under the Littrow condition
in the air. Figure 5 shows the surface irregularity over

98.5% of the area of the clear aperture. We observe small waves
with peak-to-valley (PV) measurements of approximately
40 nm perpendicular to the groove, which could degrade the
spectral resolution. However, the absolute value is negligible

Fig. 3. Processes for machining a prism block from a CZT ingot. (a) The CZT ingot with a 135 mm diameter and a 50 mm thickness. The top
and bottom surfaces are (111) orientation faces. An orientation flat for the (110) face is formed in the side of the ingot. (b) A cuboid cutout from the
ingot. A square surface is a (110) orientation face, two of the side surfaces are (110), and the remaining ones are (100) faces. The angle between the
(110) face of the cutout and the (111) face in the top of the ingot is 35.26°. (c) A final prism block.

Fig. 4. (Top) Fabricated CZT immersion grating. Magnified pic-
tures of the (bottom-left) groove shape from the side view and the
(bottom-center and bottom-right) SEM-machined surfaces. Note that
the blaze and apex angles of the groove in the SEM pictures look differ-
ent from those given in Table 2 because of chamfers on the side edges
of the diffraction surface for breakage prevention.

Table 2. Geometrical Parameters of the Fabricated CZT
Immersion Grating

Items Parameters

Material Single-crystal CdZnTe (n ! 2.7)
Blaze angle 75°
Apex angle 89°
Groove pitch 144.78 μm
Tilt angle of entrance/exit
surface

2°

Area of entrance/exit surface 22.2 mm × 22.2 mm
Area of diffraction surface 21.5 mm × 77.3 mm

Table 3. Required Optical Performances of an
Immersion Grating for Astronomical Applications and the
Final Optical Performances of the CZT Immersion Grating

Items
Typical

Requirements Performances

Surface irregularity <126 nm (PV)a <40 nm (PV)
Scattered energy loss <1% <0.07% at 5 μm
Ghost intensity <0.01% <0.0026% at

5 μm
Rel. diffraction
efficiency

>70% 81.6% at
1.56 μm

Spectral resolution >100; 000 262,000 at
1.55 μm

aDetermined by the Rayleigh criterion on aberration (<λ∕8n) at 5 μm.
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to achieve high efficiency, the attenuation loss should be less
than 10%. As shown in Fig. 1, each material has its own usable
wavelength range (αatt < 0.1 cm−1), which is mostly deter-
mined by bandgap and lattice vibration. Si is usable in the
shorter infrared region under 6 μm; CVD-ZnS, CVD-ZnSe,
GaAs, InP, and Ge are usable at approximately 10 μm; and
only CdZnTe is usable in the mid-infrared region from 5
to 20 μm.

Hardness is the most important mechanical property for
fabricating immersion gratings by machining processes because
cutting is easier for softer materials. Grisms made of KRS5,
which has a low Knoop hardness of 40.2 kg mm−2 [35], have
already been realized by mechanical ruling and used for various
infrared instruments [36–38]. Therefore, we selected CdZnTe
(CZT, with a Knoop hardness of 56 kg mm−2) as the first
material for developing a machined immersion grating.
Sukegawa et al. [39] reported that they could produce fine
grooves on a single-crystal CZT by cutting along a special crys-
tal orientation (see Section 2.B). Applying their technique, we
completed a CZT immersion grating with the theoretically pre-
dicted diffraction efficiency—the first practical echelle-type im-
mersion grating produced by machining processes to the best of
our knowledge. In this paper, we summarize the details of
the production process and the optical performance of this
immersion grating.

2. FABRICATION
A. Prism
We prepared a single-crystal five-inch ingot of Cl-doped
Cd0.96Zn0.04Te (n ! 2.7), which was grown by JX Nippon
Mining & Metals Corporation, Japan. We selected an ingot
with high purity (resistivity: 1.5 × 109 Ω cm) because free car-
riers degrade the transmittance in the bulk, especially in the
near-infrared region [1,3]. Our ingot showed an extremely
low attenuation coefficient (αatt < 0.01 cm−1) between 5 and

20 μm. This implies that the immersion grating had an internal
attenuation loss of at most 7% in this wavelength region (An
attenuation loss of approximately 10 μm is less than 1%). Since
the homogeneity of the reflective index was very good
[Δ ! 6.3 × 10−6 "rms#], the wavefront error is negligible even
for a long material such as an immersion grating. Refer to [3]
for more details about the optical and related physical proper-
ties of single-crystal CZT grown by JX Nippon Mining &
Metals Corporation.

As will be mentioned in the following section, the entrance/
exit surface and the groove facets of the grating must align to
the (110) orientation faces, which are also the cleavage faces, to
achieve good optical surfaces (or ductile modes) through the
machining process [39]. Therefore, we cut a prism-shaped
block out of a CZT ingot so that the entrance/exit and base
surfaces of the prism were (110) orientation faces, and the side
surfaces of the prism were (100) orientation faces (see Fig. 3).
The final prism had a height of 22.2 mm, a width of 22.2 mm,
and a length of 80.8 mm. The apex angle was 75°, which agreed
with the grating’s blaze angle.

We polished the entrance/exit and diffraction (inclined) sur-
faces of the prism. The entrance/exit surface was tilted at 2°
from the optical axis so that the ghost ray generated at this sur-
face deviates from the correct optical path. A surface irregularity
of under λ∕2 at 632.8 nm was achieved in both clear apertures,
which were 21.5 mm × 21.5 mm for the entrance and the
77.3 mm × 21.5 mm for the diffraction surface.

B. Machining
CZT has a cleavage face in the (110) face. From Sukegawa et al.
[39], the ductility process is achieved only if the CZT is cut
along this face. Thus, we produced grooves with a blaze angle
that was the same as that of the prism’s apex angle (75°) and
with a long facet parallel to the base of the prism so that both
facets of the groove aligned to the (110) face (see Fig. 3). The
groove pitch was determined to be 144.78 μm so that the entire
free spectral rangeΔλ ! λ∕m around the longest wavelength of
20 μm (at diffraction order m ∼ 100) roughly falls in the de-
tector area if using the recently available largest mid-IR array
and a camera lens (or mirror) with a practical focal length. We
cut the grooves by a planing process with an ultrahigh-precision
five-axis processing machine developed by Canon Inc. [39].
The cutting tool used was made of the single-crystal diamond,
which had a rank angle of 20° and an apex angle of 90°. With
this tool, we could produce grooves with an apex angle of 89°,
as determined to maximize the diffraction efficiency. The
machining speed was set to 10 mm s−1 with a cutting depth
of 0.05 mm in the finishing process. The pictures and optical
parameters of the completed CZT immersion grating are
shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2, respectively.

3. OPTICAL PERFORMANCES

We measured various optical performances of the fabricated
immersion grating. The second column of Table 3 shows
typical optical performances requested for an immersion
grating for use in astronomical spectrometers covering the
infrared region.

Fig. 2. Attenuation coefficients αatt of representative infrared mate-
rials from Table 1. The data are quoted and replotted from [1] and
[34], except for the data on InP, which was newly measured by the
same method as that of [1]. The right scale of the vertical axis shows an
energy loss in the case of an immersion grating with a base length of
80 mm.
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Technical Drivers: MIRAO (Mid-IR Adaptive Optics)
& Daytime Observing

´Daytime observing
´MIRAO/未知 could exploit best seeing conditions in early 

morning hours
´Appears feasible with no loss in performance & affords an extra 

1-2 hours per night (at minimal cost)
´We appreciate the Subaru

team’s R&D efforts
´ Emerging strong connection

to exoplanet groups
´ At TMT SF ~50% of 未知 & exo-

planet splinter session is joint
´ Leveraged from science &

MIRAO
´ Main links with Guyon, Marois,

& Meyer



tmt_sf_mir_splinter_20171011.xlsx

Page	1	of	1 2017/10/17

Start Title Speaker Sub-title Comments
14:30 Welcome	&	Goals Chris	&	Christian Joint	with Short	welcome	address	and	expression	of	the	goals	for	the	splinter	session

14:35 L/M-band	Imaging/spec. A.	Skemer Exoplanet	Splinter

14:50 Young	disks/exoplanets R.	Dong Session

15:05 Protoplanetary	Disks Honda-San MICHI	Science	case	1

15:20 Exoplanet	thermal C.	Marois MICHI	Science	case	2

15:35 Science	hires	spectroscopy D.	Mawet MICHI	Science	case	3

15:50 Coffee	break

16:10 Disc	high	spectral	res Greg MICHI	Science	case	4

16:30 AGN	&	Torus Ichikawa-san MICHI	Science	case	5

16:50 Supporting	Cases Manoj	&	Vig Other	science	cases	that	we	will	feature,	limited	to	1	page	in	the	WP

17:05 Supporting	Cases Jessy,	Chris,	Honda-san Other	science	cases	that	we	will	feature,	limited	to	1	page	in	the	WP

17:20 Round	table	discussion All Discussion	of	current	science	cases,	JWST/ALMA	connections,	mapping	to	instrument	overview	and	WP

18:00 Adjourn

Start Title Speaker Sub-title Comments
9:00 MICHI Chris Joint	with Instrument	overview

9:10 MIRAO Mark Exoplanet	Splinter AO	overview,	daytime	observing

9:20 PSI M.	Fitzgerald Session Instrument	overview

9:30 High-Res.	Spect.	+	AO Dimitri

9:40 SCExAO	as	a	prec.	TMT	inst. Olivier

9:50 Round	table	discussions Chris	&	Christian

10:15 Coffee	break

10:30 Detectors Chris New	technology	and	changing	from	MICHI	to	bMICHI

10:40 Japan's	R&D	Activity Honda-san Development	status

10:50 Immersion	Gratings ?	Chris	? Current	status	of	the	IG	for	L&M,	N	bands

11:00 Polarimetry Gopinathan	&	Manjunath Implementation	and	discussion	on	the	instrumental	polarization

11:10 IFU Sakon-san	via	skype? Development	status

11:20 Interactions Chris Interactaction	and	synergy	with	other	TMT	(and	other	30m?)	instruments

11:30 Round	table	discussion All Discussion	of	current	science	cases,	mapping	to	instrument	overview	and	WP

11:50 Summary Chris	&	Honda-san Conclusions	of	the	session,	outline	of	plenary	presentation

12:00 Adjourn

MIR	Splinter	Session

Wednesday	November	8th:	MICHI	Key	Science	Cases

Thursday	November	9th:	Instrument	Status



´To remove time-variable high-background, 
beam switching by an internal mirror at a 
pupil-plane is required (cold chopper)
´f~5 Hz (duty cycle > 90%)
´T~30K, vacuum
´Power dissipation <<1W

´Currently a prototype for TAO/MIMIZUKU is 
undergoing testing/characterization
´Could be the testbed/prototype for TMT/MICHI 

chopper

Technical Drivers: Cold Chopper



Collaborations: METIS
´ Already several areas of collaboration, but could increase 

collaboration number and depth if MICHI proceeds
´ Discussions with METIS PI (Brandl) raised possible areas

´ Array & electronics
´ Array consortium already anchored by Ives (ESO) and Packham (UTSA)

´ Cold chopping mirror
´ Data reduction software

´High-level data interpretation, coronograph, IFU, etc.
´PSF reconstruction from the WFS, how to get it to be useful for 

science obs
´ Personnel exchange between the groups, perhaps most easily 

imagined in AIV phases



Collaborations: PSI

´ PSI & MICHI offer a continuous wavelength coverage for 
exoplanets from 1-14µm(+)

´ Considering to use the common technical core of MIRAO for 
both instruments

´ See Mark Chun’s presentation in the splinter session



Collaborations: IRIS
´ Science links are 

clear through, for 
example, the AGN 
science case
´ High spatial but low 

spectral resolution 
needed 1-14µm

CLUMPY models of dust distribution & IR emission 
(Nikutta, Lopez-Rodriguez, Ichikawa, Levenson, Packham)



Comparisons: JWST

´ JWST will clearly have far greater sensitivity, but is limited in 
spatial & spectral resolutions
´ NIRcam/spec (2.4-5µm) spatial R ~0.126”, spectral R~100, ≤2,700
´ MIRI spatial R ~0.22”, Spectral R~100, ≤3,710

´ Unique combination afforded by TMT of
´ Excellent sensitivity & high spatial resolution (IWA) essential for 

exoplanet direct imaging, disc work, & AGN
´ Excellent sensitivity, & high spectral/spatial resolution essential

exoplanet atmosphere & disc characterization

´ Follow-up of JWST observations will often require the 
combination of sensitivity, spatial & spectral resolution
´ TMT/MICHI on MKO is arguably the ideal follow-up machine

MICHI
L band 0.024”, ~100K
N band 0.054”, ~100K 



Comparison to METIS

´Currently not planned to offer LTAO capability
´Currently not planned to offer high spectral R at N band
´MKO is the premier 30m thermal-IR of the 30m’s
´ Is essentially in a locked-down design

´Changes that might be desirable after JWST might be difficult to 
implement

´ The delay of 2nd gen. instrument start for MICHI could be an 
advantage in this respect

´However, collaborations in obvious areas (as noted 
before) could reduce costs & risk, and/or improve MICHI



Why MICHI Now?

´ TMT & E-ELT essentially in a dead-heat for operations start
´ Exoplanet science remains a hot topic, great interest in L&M
´ JWST follow-up will be crucial in the 30m era

´ Again stress that TMT on MKO is the premier thermal-IR 30m site

´ Synergy of MICHI/PSI science & technology strong
´ Collaborations with METIS possible now, more challenging if 

we move further out of sync
´ Technical, personnel, & science exchanges possible



Conclusions
´ We believe 

compelling 5 key science cases, & numerous supporting cases 
make MICHI a strong 2nd gen instrument
´ Science case links to PSI & common technical foundation of MIRAO

´ Science team has >50 active researchers from all TMT partners
´ We invite researchers to join & provide science cases
´ Join us for the thermal-IR and/or exoplanet splinter sessions

´ Technical team includes USA, Japan, India, & Canada
´ R&D in progress, & nascent connections to METIS

´ MICHI working well as a science/instrument team for several years

´ Excited for thermal-IR instrument on world’s best thermal-IR site, 
primed for JWST (& ALMA) exploitation, defined science cases, 
links to other TMT & 30m instruments, & established/proven team

MICHI @ Kyoto TMT 2017



Exoplanets: High Spatial Resolution
´ Black body fluxes of 

solar system objects 
observed at 10pc 
(Seager & Deming 
2010)
´ 3 order of magnitude gain 

going to thermal-IR, but 
background becomes more 
problematic

´ Low spectral resolution 
to afford basic 
characterization of 
atmospheres & clouds 
for J & HJs
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2. Overview of Exoplanet Atmosphere Observations and Models 

As a continued introduction we turn to background material for understanding exoplanet 
atmosphere observations and models. 

 

2.1 Observations 

 

2.1.1 Direct Imaging  

The most natural way to think of observing exoplanet atmospheres is by taking an 

image of the exoplanet. This so-called “direct imaging” of planets is currently limited to 

big, bright, young or massive planets located far from their stars (see Figure 1). Direct 

imaging of substellar objects is currently 

possible with large ground-based 

telescopes and adaptive optics to cancel 

the atmosphere's blurring effects. Out of a 

dozen planet candidates, the most 

definitive planet detections are Fomalhaut 
b because of its mass (≤ 3 MJ) (Kalas et 

al. 2008) and the three planets orbiting 

HR 8799  (Marois et al. 2008). Not only do 

the HR 8799 planets have mass 

estimates below the brown dwarf limit, but 

the hierarchy of three objects orbiting a 

central star is simply not seen for multiple 

star systems.  

 

Solar-system-like small exoplanets are not 

observable via direct imaging with current 

technology, even though an Earth at 10 pc 

is brighter than the faintest galaxies 

observed by the Hubble Space Telescope 

(HST). The major impediment to direct 

imaging of exoEarths is instead the 

adjacent host star; the sun is 10 million to 

10 billion times brighter than Earth (for 

mid-infrared and visible wavelengths, 

respectively).  No existing or planned 

telescope is capable of achieving this 

contrast ratio at 1 AU separations. The 

current state of the art HR 8799 

observations detected a planet at a contrast of 1/100,000 at a separation of about 0.5 

arcsec. Fortunately much research and technology development is ongoing to enable 

space-based direct imaging of solar system aged Earths and Jupiters in the future.  See 

 
Figure 4. Black body flux (in units of 10‐26 W m‐2 Hz‐1) 

of some solar system bodies as “seen” from 10 pc. 

The Sun is represented by a 5750 K black body. The 

planets Jupiter, Venus, Earth, and Mars are shown 

and are labeled with their first initial.  A putative hot 

Jupiter is labeled with “HJ”.  The planets have two 

peaks in their spectra. The short‐wavelength peak is 

due to sunlight scattered from the planet atmosphere 

and is computed using the planet's geometric albedo. 

The long‐wavelength peak is from the planet's 

thermal emission and is estimated by a black body of 

the planet's effective temperature. The hot Jupiter 

albedo was assumed to be 0.05 and the equilibrium 

temperature to be 1600 K. Temperature and albedo 

data was taken from Cox (2000). 

HJ~105

E~1010

HJ~102

E~107
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problematic

´ Low spectral resolution 
to afford basic 
characterization of 
atmospheres & clouds
for J & HJs
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2. Overview of Exoplanet Atmosphere Observations and Models 

As a continued introduction we turn to background material for understanding exoplanet 
atmosphere observations and models. 

 

2.1 Observations 

 

2.1.1 Direct Imaging  

The most natural way to think of observing exoplanet atmospheres is by taking an 

image of the exoplanet. This so-called “direct imaging” of planets is currently limited to 

big, bright, young or massive planets located far from their stars (see Figure 1). Direct 

imaging of substellar objects is currently 

possible with large ground-based 

telescopes and adaptive optics to cancel 

the atmosphere's blurring effects. Out of a 

dozen planet candidates, the most 

definitive planet detections are Fomalhaut 
b because of its mass (≤ 3 MJ) (Kalas et 

al. 2008) and the three planets orbiting 

HR 8799  (Marois et al. 2008). Not only do 

the HR 8799 planets have mass 

estimates below the brown dwarf limit, but 

the hierarchy of three objects orbiting a 

central star is simply not seen for multiple 

star systems.  

 

Solar-system-like small exoplanets are not 

observable via direct imaging with current 

technology, even though an Earth at 10 pc 

is brighter than the faintest galaxies 

observed by the Hubble Space Telescope 

(HST). The major impediment to direct 

imaging of exoEarths is instead the 

adjacent host star; the sun is 10 million to 

10 billion times brighter than Earth (for 

mid-infrared and visible wavelengths, 

respectively).  No existing or planned 

telescope is capable of achieving this 

contrast ratio at 1 AU separations. The 

current state of the art HR 8799 

observations detected a planet at a contrast of 1/100,000 at a separation of about 0.5 

arcsec. Fortunately much research and technology development is ongoing to enable 

space-based direct imaging of solar system aged Earths and Jupiters in the future.  See 

 
Figure 4. Black body flux (in units of 10‐26 W m‐2 Hz‐1) 

of some solar system bodies as “seen” from 10 pc. 

The Sun is represented by a 5750 K black body. The 

planets Jupiter, Venus, Earth, and Mars are shown 

and are labeled with their first initial.  A putative hot 

Jupiter is labeled with “HJ”.  The planets have two 

peaks in their spectra. The short‐wavelength peak is 

due to sunlight scattered from the planet atmosphere 

and is computed using the planet's geometric albedo. 

The long‐wavelength peak is from the planet's 

thermal emission and is estimated by a black body of 

the planet's effective temperature. The hot Jupiter 

albedo was assumed to be 0.05 and the equilibrium 

temperature to be 1600 K. Temperature and albedo 

data was taken from Cox (2000). 

HJ~105

E~1010

HJ~102

E~107

instrumental� spatial� resolution� at� long� wave-
lengths� and�by� the�weakness� of�emitted� flux�at
short�wavelengths.�The�best�features�may�be�the
17–50�mm�rotational�bands,�which�give�informa-
tion�on�water� in�the�stratosphere�as�well� as�tro-
posphere.�The� 6–7�mm�region�may� be�a� second
choice,� since�CH4 and�N2O�can�overlap� this� re-
gion.

The�visible� spectrum�of�H2O�is�shown�in�Fig.
7.�The�spectrum�shows�relatively�equally�spaced
bands� that�are�very�strong�at� long�wavelengths
and�weaker�at�short�wavelengths.� In�the�0.5–1.0
mm�interval�alone,�there�are�five�significant�H2O
features�with�a�range�of�band�strengths.�Although

H2O� tends� to�dominate� the� visible� spectrum,� it
does�so�in�discrete�bands�that�happened�to�be�cen-
tered�at�wavelengths�such�that�most�other�species
are� still� accessible.� On� an� Earth-like� planet,� the
H2O�features� in�the�0.7,�0.8,�and�0.9�mm�regions
are� good� candidates� for� detection.� The� strong,
longer�wavelength�bands�in�the�1.1,�1.4,�and�1.9
mm�areas� are� excellent� candidates� if� this� region
were�instrumentally�accessible.

Carbon�dioxide�(Figs.�8�and�9)

CO2 has�a�PAL�of�355�ppm,�uniformly�mixed.
The� IR� spectrum� (Fig.� 8)� shows�both� the� target

DES�MARAIS�ET�AL.166

FIG.�4. Normalized�IR�thermal�emission�spectral�models�of�the�Earth�are�shown�for�five�cloud�conditions. Each
spectrum�is�calculated�as�discussed� in�the�text,�for�the�present�Earth’s�altitude-dependent,�midlatitude�temperature
structure�and�gas�species�mixing�ratio�profiles,�and�at�a�zenith�angle�of�60° to�simulate�closely�a�whole�Earth� inte-
gration.�Frequency�(in�wavenumbers,�cm–1)�is�indicated�at�the�bottom,�and�wavelength�(in�mm,�10–6 m)�as�marked�at
the�top.�Each�spectrum�is�normalized�to�a�blackbody�(BB)�spectrum�at�288K.�A�convenient�way�to�interpret�these�spec-
tra�is�to�note�that,�at�each�wavelength,� the�emitted�flux�is�that�of�a�BB�at�a�temperature�that�corresponds� to�the�at-
mospheric�temperature�at�an�altitude�where�the�optical�depth�is�unity,�where�the�optical�depth�is�computed�along�a
path�from�the�top�of�the�atmosphere�downwards.�For�example,�in�the�20–100�mm�region,�the�rotational�band�of�wa-
ter�is�so�strong�that�we�only�see�radiation�from�the�relatively�cold�upper�troposphere�and�not�from�the�hot�surface�or
lower�troposphere.�The�top�curve�represents� a�cloud-free�atmosphere,�with�spectral�features�as�explained�in�subse-
quent�figures.�The�other�curves�represent� complete�overcast�conditions�with�clouds�at�low,�medium,�and�high�alti-
tudes,�plus�a�curve�for�a�nominally�realistic�mixture�of�these�four�cases.�The�weighted�average�spectra�have�cloud�al-
titudes�and�covering�fraction�as�follows:�low�cloud,�1�km,�20%;�medium�cloud,�6�km,�30%;�and�high�cloud,�12�km,
10%.�In�the�IR�spectrum,�the�main�effect�of�adding�clouds�is�to�decrease�the�emitted�continuum�flux�and�reduce�(and
potentially�invert)�the�relative�depths�of�spectral�features.
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´High spatial R reduces galaxy contamination
� Resolution at z=0.5

� JWST = 1.5kpc (galactic star forming rings, etc.)
� TMT = 330 pc (nuclear dominated)

� Images show 5x increase in spatial resolution
� Toward resolving the BLR – noteworthy as all flew into BLR


